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Polecenie: Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.
1. I find it very .................. that most of my pupils are often late for class.
A annoying

B proud

C strict

2. Most of my teachers are quite .................. with pupils.
B strict

C jealous

g.
pl

A terrified

3. I was .................. yesterday when I walked home in a terrible storm.
A kindly

B helpful

C terrified

4. Brian was so .................. when the local sports centre closed.
A terrified

B annoyed

C keen

A stressed

.a
n

5. Both my daughters seem to be .................. on music.
B amazing

C keen

6. Jodie was badly .................. when Alan ended their relationship.
B hurt

w
w

A hopeless

C brave

7. Be .................. at the dentist's and do everything he says.
A hopeless

B brave

C tolerant

8. I tried to convince Kim to stay with the company but I was .................. in my efforts.
B unexpected

C hopeless

w

A talented

9. My mother has always been .................. when she goes shopping. She hardly ever remembers
what she has to buy.
A absent-minded

B uninteresting

C guilty

10. Kevin is .................. even when the boss shouts at him.
A charming

B intelligent
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1. A
2. B
3. C
4. B
5. C
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6. B
7. B
8. C
9. A
10. A

1. I find it very .................. that most of my pupils are often late for class.
A annoying

B proud

C strict

A terrified

B strict

g.
pl

2. Most of my teachers are quite .................. with pupils.

C jealous

3. I was .................. yesterday when I walked home in a terrible storm.
A kindly

B helpful

C terrified

4. Brian was so .................. when the local sports centre closed.
B annoyed

C keen

.a
n

A terrified

5. Both my daughters seem to be .................. on music.
A stressed

B amazing

C keen

6. Jodie was badly .................. when Alan ended their relationship.
B hurt

w
w

A hopeless

C brave

7. Be .................. at the dentist's and do everything he says.
A hopeless

B brave

C tolerant

8. I tried to convince Kim to stay with the company but I was .................. in my efforts.

w

A talented

B unexpected

C hopeless

9. My mother has always been .................. when she goes shopping. She hardly ever remembers
what she has to buy.
A absent-minded

B uninteresting

C guilty

10. Kevin is .................. even when the boss shouts at him.
A charming

B intelligent
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